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Samurai vs ninja samurai jack

The list of episodes of the American animated television series Samurai Jack Samurai Jack is an American animated television series created by the animator Genndy Tartakovsky. The series aired on Cartoon Network from August 10, 2001,[1] to September 25, 2004,[2] for four seasons, which included
52 episodes. [3] The fifth season, which includes 10 episodes, premiered in the adult swimming toonami block on March 11, 2017 [4] The first four seasons can be found on Regional 1 DVD. [5] [6] [7] [8] [required non-primary source] The first three episodes were released as a standalone film titled
Samurai Jack: The Premiere Movie on March 19, 2002. [9] [10] [required non-primary source] Series review SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedThe first airedLast airedNetwork113August 10, 2001 (2001-08-10)December 3, 2001 (2001-12-03)Cartoon Network213March 1, 2002 (2002-03-01)11 October 2002
(2002-10-11)313October 18, 2002 (2002-10-18)August 26, 20 03 (2003-08-26)413 14 June 2003 (2003-2006-2014) 25 September 2004 (2004-2009-25) 510March 11, 2017 (11/03/2017)May 20, 2017Adult Swim Episodes All episodes in credits are identified by Roman numerals, which corresponds to the
total number of episodes released before the fifth season, which adds 40 in season 4 finale, LII (52), to start its episodes with XCII (92) (as there were 39 episodes left, and this consists of another 3 seasons with 13 episodes each) and reflects the long time between season 4 and Season 5. Each episode,
except those that in the fifth season also have a surrogate, more descriptive title. Season 1 (2001) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten and storyboarded byOriginal air data123123Samuraus Jack: Premiere FilmGenndy TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Genndy TartakovskyAugust 10, 2001 (2001-
08-10) Part I: Home – Aku, a demon that moves the figure of evil, destroys the land of a young prince, and his parents send him into exile. After years of intense training, the prince receives a mystical sword and samurai robes and frees his people from Aku's minions. Then he defeats Aku in battle, but
before hitting the final blow the latter pours a spell to send him to the future. Part II: A samurai called Jack - The Samurai is plunged into a dystopian world ruled by Aku, adopting the name Jack. When he got into a fight in a nightclub, he was hired by a group of dog miners to protect them from Aku forces.
Part III: First fight - Armed with various weapons and trapping, Jack one handles defeats of Aku's beetle-bots. He later promised to fight the oppression of the demon before he could return to the past. 44Jack, Woolen and ChritchellitesRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Chris
MitchellAugust 13, 2001 (2001-08-13) Jack helps liberate the wool from the tyrannical Chritchellites. In turn, the leader of the Woolians bestows his wisdom 55Jack in SpaceRob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyCharlie Bean and Carey YostAugust 27, 2001 (2001-08-27) After accidentally exposing
scientists seeking to escape the Colony of Earth, Jack trains as an astronaut to protect them from aku robots. 66 Jack and the Warrior WomanRob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyMike Manley and Genndy TartakovskyNovember 19, 2001 (2001-11-19) A talented warrior named Caviar joins Jack as he
seeks a magical gem that could send him back to his time. But Caviar's true motives threaten to overthrow his quest. 77 Jack and the Three Blind ArchersGenndy TartakovskyMark Andrews and Bryan AndrewsAugust 20, 2001 (2001-08-20) Jack learns about the powerful wishing well that can bring him
back to the past, but must find a way past the three deadly archers who protect it. 88 Jack vs Mad JackRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris Mitchell and Carey YostOctober 15, 2001 (2001-10-15) Angered by his bounty hunters and mercenary inability to defeat Jack, Aku uses samurai inner
darkness to create a mirror image whose sole purpose is to destroy him. 99 Jack Under the SeaRob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Charlie BeanSeptember 3, 2001 (2001-09-03) When Jack hears rumors about the time portal found in the underwater city of Oceanus, Jack gets
ready for his Triceraquins, but is unprepared for a terrible surprise. 1010 Jack and the Lava Monster Robert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyMike ManleyOctober 12, 2001 (2001-10-12) Jack survives the trap and faces the Viking king transformed into a giant rock figure aku, which requires Jack to slay
him into a battle so he can reach Valhalla. 1111 Jack and the Scotsman Rob Renzetti and Genndy Tartakovsky Mark Andrews and Bryan AndrewsOctober 29, 2001 (2001-10-29) Crossing a seemingly endless bridge, Jack goes to Scotsman: a strong, if impulsive, stereotypical Scottish warrior who also
manages a vicious sword. Their argument turns into a struggle, for which they will both fall off the bridge. Realizing that Aku put bounties on both of them, but they join forces to escape and form a new friendship. 1212 Jack and the GangstersRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris ReccardiNovember
26, 2001 (2001-11-26) Jack teams up with some gangsters to try to get closer to Aku. The only way to do this is to get a mystical jewel, which is protected by three elementarys. 1313Aku's Talesrob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyChris Mitchell and Carey YostDecember 3, 2001 (2001-12-03) In order to
weaken Jack's popularity among his subjects, Aku gathers children of the world in his palace and tells them a series of tales, all of which portray himself as a hero and Jack as a villain. Season 2 (2002) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten and storyboarded byOriginal air data141 Jack Learns
Jump Good Randy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenMarch 1, 2002 (2002-03-01) After his lack of jumping skills cause him to lose the chance to return home, Jack helps a peaceful tribe of apelike creatures and their human leader defend themselves against a larger rival
tribe's attacks in exchange for lessons like the leap good. 152 Jack TalesRob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyErik Wiese and Chris MitchellMarch 8, 2002 (2002-03-08) Jack vs. Worm - Jack faces a hamstring riddling worm that could give his wish back home to Metal-Eaters - a family that feeds metal
trying to eat Jack's sword. Jack, Gargoyle and Fairy - Jack is trying to save the tale from the gargoyle so she can give her wish back home. 163 Jack and the SmackbackRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris ReccardiMarch 15, 2002 (2002-03-15) Jack is captured and taken to the Doom Dome,
where he is forced to fight as a gladiator against the Dome Champions. 174 Jack and the Scotsman IIRandy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky Mark AndrewsMarch 22, 2002 (2002-03-22) The Scotsman needed Jack's help in rescuing his abducted wife from Bourne Castle. 185 Jack and the Ultra-
RobotsRob Renzetti and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenMarch 29, 2002 (2002-03-29) While investigating the destruction of several scattered villages, Jack learns that Aku's new ultra-bots are responsible. Unable to destroy them, he receives help from an unexpected source: their
creator. 196Jack remembers the pastrob Renzetti and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenApril 5, 2002 (2002-04-05) After stumbling on the ruins of his family's estate, Jack recalls some of his childhood memories. 207 Jack and the MonksRob Renzetti and Genndy TartakovskyChris
Mitchell, Erik Wiese, and Charlie BeanApril 12, 2002 (2002-04-12) Jack is looking for the truth by climbing Mount Fatoom with three monks. 218 Jack and the Dragon Robert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron SpringerSeptember 6, 2002 (2002-09-06) The village is overwhelmed
by the stench of Spire. Jack investigates and finds a dragon with severe indigestion. 229 Jack vs. Five HuntersRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyGenndy TartakovskyMike Manley (additional storyboarder)September 13, 2002 (2002-09-13) Aku challenges Imakandi, considered the greatest hunter in
the universe, capturing the final booty: Jack. 2310 Jack vs. Demongo, Soul CollectorRandy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky Mark AndrewsSeptember 20, 2002 (2002-09-20) Aku sends his servant Demongo, a demon who captures and enslaves the souls of soldiers to serve him, destroying Jack. 2411
Jack Is NakedRandy Myers, Robert Alvarez, and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron SpringerSeptember 27, 2002 (2002-09-27) Jack must chase a mysterious thief stole his clothes while he bathed, but everything becomes complicated when his persecution leads him to another world, whose
denizens could look at his nudity. 2512 Jack and the SpartansRandy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky, Brian Andrews and Brian LarsenOctober 4, 2002 (2002-10-04) Uphill, Jack faces a hidden warrior society that has fought a nearly 500-year war against an army of robots and offers to help 2613 Jack's
ShoesRandy Myers, Robert Alvarez, and Genndy TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Charlie BeanOctober 11, 2002 (2002-10-11) When a gang of robot cyclists destroyed their sandals Jack seeks revenge, but realizes that he can't do it without shoes, even though he has difficulty choosing Season 3 (2002-
2003). No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten and storyboarded byOriginal air date271 Chicken JackRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron SpringerOctober 18, 2002 (2002-10-18) Jack turns chicken after bumping into a crank wizard and the winds are captured by a
greedy man who seeks to turn him into a prizewine. 282 Jack and the RaveRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris Mitchell and Erik WieseNovember 1, 2002 (2002-11-01) Jack penetrates into rave parties after witnessing participants stage riots in a nearby town. It turns out that the DJ is one of Aku's
servants, and used his music to hypnotize local children to become slaves to his master. 293 Couple on trainRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Charlie BeanNovember 8, 2002 (2002-11-08) Jack boards the train to another destination, only to be pursued by legendary bounty hunter
Ezekiel Clench and his ex-wife Josephine. 304 Jack and the ZombiesGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Brian LarsenOctober 25, 2002 (2002-10-25) Aku leads Jack to the cursed cemetery, where he was attacked by an army of undead soldiers. Jack defeats them, but then discovers the real Aku's
plan: to kill Jack with his sword. 315 Jack and the ScarabChris Savino and Genndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Brian LarsenNovember 22, 2002 (2002-11-22) Aku shouts three immortal servants set to destroy Jack while he travels through Egypt. To destroy them, Jack must collect a gold scarf, using
clues from his time as a young boy. 326 Jack and the Traveling CreaturesRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyGenndy Tartakovsky and Erik WieseJim Smith (additional storyboard) April 26, 2003 (2003-04-26) Recognized as a powerful warrior, Jack guided by a mysterious portal, I can return him to the
past. However, he learns that only one person can use the portal: a man who defeats his unparalleled legendary Guardian. The Guardian beats Jack, but he's not afraid of him, predicting Jack's not ready yet. 337 Jack and the annoying creatureRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and
SpringerBryan Andrews (additional storyboarder)May 3, 2003 (2003-05-03) Continuing his mission, Jack followed an overly friendly creature that inadvertently interfered with his every move. Worse, he was attacked by robotic bounty hunters. 348 Jack and the Swamp Wizard Randy Myers and Genndy



TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Charlie BeanMay 10, 2003 (2003-05-10) Jack meets a swamp hermit who leads him to three gems of Cronus who can take him home, but the hermit is an aku disguise. 359 Jack and the Haunted HouseRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron
SpringerMay 17, 2003 (2003-05-17) Jack faces an obsessed house on his journey and must free a family trapped inside from an evil spirit wandering. 3610 Jack, monks, and the sons of the ancient masterRandy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenMay 31, 2003 (2003-05-31)
Jack attacked two monks who he believed were members that he once trained. Their master informs Jack of an ancient temple that can send him home, but protected by an army of stone warriors. 37381112 The Birth of EvilRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyDon Shank (Part I)Don Shank and
Genndy TartakovskyErik Wiese (additional storyboard) [Part II]August 16, 2003 (2003-08-16) Centuries, the demon Aku accidentally released Jack's father, who gets a magic sword after all, he uses the same sword to imprison aku underground. This hour-long episode won a Primetime Emmy Award for
outstanding animated program. 3913Jeek and labyrinthRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyDon ShankAugust 26, 2003 (2003-08-26) Jack finds a booby trapped labyrinth centered with a diamond that could send it back to his time. But a mysterious stranger who also got into the maze could jeopardize
Jack's plans. Season 4 (2003-2004) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten and storyboarded byOriginal air data401 Jack vs. Ninja Robert Alvarez, Randy Myers, and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenJune 14, 2003 (2003-06-14) Aku Sends Shinobi, a deadly killer, to kill Jack,
who must use his martial arts to survive. 412Robo-Samurai vs. Mondo-botRandy Myers and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews, Brian Larsen, Jim Smith and Erik WieseJune 21, 2003 (2003-06-21) Jack uses the stone giant to defeat Mondo-Bot to defend the robotic city. 423 Samurai v SamuraiRobert
Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron SpringerJune 28, 2003 (2003-06-28) Jack is goaded into the duel arrogant, bullying samurai, and is given the opportunity to show the real ways of warriors. 434 Aku infectionRandy Myers and Genndy TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Charlie
BeanNovember 5, 2003 (2003-11-05) When Aku catches cold and spreads to Jack, Jack is infected with Aku evil. Jack desperately looking for a cure before Aku's essence turns it into a monstrosity himself. 445 Princess and Bounty HuntersRobert Alvarez and Genndy Tartakovsky, Bryan Andrews and
Brian LarsenNovember 12, 2003 (2003-11-12) Five of the world's greatest bounty hunters are choosing to compete for the chance to kill Jack. The sixth hunter, who revealed that he is a princess of a fallen kingdom, persuades the group to work together. 454667 Scotsman saves JackRandy Myers and
Genndy Tartakovsky (Part I)Genndy Tartakovsky (Part II)Bryan Andrews and Brian LarsenAugust 23, 2003 (2003-08-23) Part I - The Scotsman suddenly discovers Jack on board with his memory completely empty. Refusing to let Jack believe that he is a simple general, the Scotsman sets out to find out
what caused the samurai to suffer from amnesia - and to stave off bounty hunters after the now unprotected Jack, forgetting how to manage his sword. Part II - Jack's amnesia source is discovered by three beautiful sirens whose perplexed song can hypnotize the strongest warriors. 478 Jack and the
Flying Prince and PrincessChris Savino and Genndy TartakovskyPaul RudishNovember 19, 2003 (2003-11-19) The prince and princess of the alien planet are imprisoned in Aku when they come to Earth in search of his help and only Jack can save them. 489 Jack vs. AkuRobert Alvarez and Genndy
TartakovskyChris Reccardi and Aaron SpringerNovember 24, 2003 (2003-11-24) In order to end his fight, Aku offers a one-on-one duel between him and Jack than a fighter using his magic abilities. Jack agrees, but Aku's honesty is unclear. 4910 Four seasons of deathrandy myers and Genndy
TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Mark AndrewsSeptember 25, 2004 (2004-09-25)[2] As he experiences summer, autumn, winter and spring, Jack must overcome the dangerous enemies he faces in each season. 5011Feth X-49Genndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskySeptember 25,
2004 (2004-09-25)[2] X-49, a retired robot hitman, is blackmailed by Aku in retirement to hunt Jack. 5112 Young Jack africaRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyJim Smith, Erik Wiese and Genndy TartakovskySeptember 25, 2004 (2004-09-25)[2] While studying in Africa as a child, Jack must save his
master and his people from a rival tribe serving in the Aku. 5213Jeek and babyRobert Alvarez and Genndy TartakovskyPaul Rudish and Genndy TartakovskySeptember 25, 2004 (2004-09-25)[2] Jack rescues the baby from hungry ogres, but then trying to find the child's mother, taking care of him and
protecting him, may be his biggest challenge. During the episode, Jack recounts momotarō [quoting the need] for the baby. Season 5 (2017) Main article: Samurai Jack (Season 5) No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten and storyboarded byStory air dateUS viewers(millions)531XCIIGenndy
TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyMarch 11, 2017 (2017-03-11)1.55[11] 542XCIIIGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyMarch 18, 2017 (2017-
03-18)1.30[12] 553XCIVGenndy TartakovskyDavid Krentz and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Gen TartakovskyMarch 25, 2017 (2017-03-25)1.35[13] 564XCVGenndy TartakovskyGenndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman , Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyApril 8 , 2017
(2017-04-08)1.33[14] 575XCVIGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyApril 15, 2017 (2017-04-15)1.29[15] 586XCVIIGenndy TartakovskyGenndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyApril
22, 2017 (2017-04-22)1.33[16] 597XCVIIIGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick 597Genndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick 2 2, 2017 Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyApril 29, 2017 (2017-04-29)1.30[17] 608XCIXGenndy
TartakovskyGenndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyMay 6, 2017 (2017-05-06)1.36[18] 619CGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyMay 13, 2017 (2017-05-13)1.33[19]
6210CIGenndy TartakovskyBryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyDarrick Bachman, Bryan Andrews and Genndy TartakovskyMay 20, 2017 (2017-05-20)1.46[20] Links ^ Cartoon Network (11 December 2001), Year of Record Ratings and Presentation (press release) archived from original 13 October
2017 received on 7 May 2017 ^ a b c d e Cartoon Network (24 August, 2004), Samurai Jack Says Sayonara with the finale of four episodes during a special Toonami presentation on Saturday, September 25 (press release) ^ Samurai Jack, Seasons 1 - 4, iTunes, archived from the original on October 13,
2017, received on May 7, 2017 ^ Robert Chan (March 10), 2017), Samurai Jackai' Creator Final Season : All going to Be Bawling, Yahoo TV, archived from the original on March 11, 12 March 2017 , Received by Samurai Jack — Season 1 (2004), ASIN B 0001HAI0E ^ Samurai Jack — Season 2 (2005),
ASIN B0007VY40E ^ Samurai Jack— Season 3 (2006), ASIN B000EGDAFC ^ Samurai Jack: Season 4 (2007 ), ASIN B000QCU534 ^ Samurai Jack - Premiere Film (2001), ASIN B00005UF82 ^ Samurai Jack - Premiere Film [VHS] (2001) , ASIN B00005UF9I ^ Metcalf Mitch (March 15, 2017).
SHOWBUZZDAILY's Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network Finals: 3.11.2017. Show daily. Received on 15 March 2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (March 21, 2017). UPDATED: SHOWBUZZDAILY Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network Finals: 3.18.2017. Show daily. Received on March 21,
2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (March 28, 2017). SHOWBUZZDAILY Top 150 Saturday Originals and network finals: 3.25.2017. Show daily. Received on March 28, 2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (April 11, 2017). UPDATED: SHOWBUZZDAILY Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network Finals: 4.8.2017. Show
daily. Received on April 11, 2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (April 18, 2017). SHOWBUZZDAILY Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network FInals: 4.15.2017. Show daily. Received on April 18, 2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (April 25, 2017). SHOWBUZZDAILY's Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network
Finals 4.22.2017. Show daily. Received on April 25, 2017 ^ Metcalf, Mitch (May 2, 2017). Top 150 Original Cable Telecasts. ^ Metcalf, Mitch (May 9, 2017). Top 150 Original Cable Telecasts. ^ Metcalf, Mitch (May 16, 2017). Top 150 Original Cable Telecasts. ^ Mitch Metcalf (23/05/2017). UPDATED:
SHOWBUZZDAILY Top 150 Saturday Cable Originals &amp; Network Finals: 5.20.2017. Show daily. Retrieved 24/05/2017. External links official website Samurai Jack - list of episodes imdb list samurai jack episodes TV.com received from
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